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Dear families,
This week has been packed with activities. We have had work experience for our year 10 students all
week. They have really demonstrated their potential through social enterprise using skills that they will
need for the world of work. Employers and employees from different
employment sectors have been in
school to support our students and
have been so complimentary about
the school and our learners. This
edition of The Beacon will give you a
real sense of our year 10 students’
achievements. You can also view
their work on our website and
through our social media.

Friday 2nd July 2021

DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN THE NHS?
Meeting health
care professionals from the
NHS, students
have
created
journals,
podcasts and videos
exploring
work in the NHS
in the last 16 months and the
idea of work as a vocation.
Mr. Gurd: "It's been wonderful
seeing our young people engaged
with different types of activities
and being exposed to knowledge
and wisdom from professionals
from the healthcare sector. I am
looking forward to seeing the outcomes."

We also had Sports Day at Finsbury
Park for our Key Stage 3 students.
Again it was good to see our students enjoying themselves. So much
has had to be cancelled over the last
18 months and it was important to Yakoub: "It has been intriguing, I
the staff and students that we made have had an exquisite time besure we could host this year’s Sports cause it has been interesting out
Day. Well done to the PE department
for all of the organisation. For our
year 7&8, it was their first Sports Day
experience. Let us hope we can do it
again next year. Well done to all the
This group went to various
participants.
sites in the Octopus CommuPlease can I remind parents to sign
up to the School Gateway app so nity Network.
that students’ lunch cards can be “It was ambitious, varied and
topped-up online.
wide-ranging, across a range
You may have heard in the news of activities in the prothat it is likely that our students will
once again need to take Lateral Flow gramme. The students did
well”
Mr
Tests before they return to school exceptionally
in September. I will keep you up- Deane.
dated on developments over the
next few weeks so we can make
the start of next term as smooth
as possible. The cases in Islington are still increasing particularly in younger children so
please keep on using the
home tests.

LAND BASED STUDIES

Yours sincerely

more about the
healthcare
sector"
Rosela: "It has
been a good experience because
we have had an
insight into the
lives and work
practices of professionals who
work in healthcare"
Bellevie: "Although we haven't
had the opportunity to go off site,
it has been a wonderful experience to listen and learn from
different roles in healthcare"
Regina: "It's been good, getting a
lot of opinions from different
teachers on mental health issues.
I look forward to a time when we
can go off site and into
healthcare environments".

BUSINESS / CHARITY AWARENESS
RAISING CAMPAIGN
This group worked with Wildhearts, Nestle and London Air
Ambulance to learn about how
to use social media to raise
awareness about issues and
build a campaign or business.
The topics students chose were
both diverse and poignant. They
have researched, created a vision, a strategy and content for a
campaign and canvassed the
school community.
This is the start of their website.
More to follow when it goes live:

HOSPITALITY AND CATERING
The hospitality and catering group worked with the
Baker Chef and the Executive Head Chef from restaurant Green and Fortune. Shakari and Cameron have
been vying for the top chef position all week. There may
be a vote at the end (possibly for biggest ego). They
baked some amazing cakes and muffins as well as a
mouth-watering chicken pie. They also worked with Ms
Simons to try their hand at Nando’s style marinated
chicken (which I’m told was better than Nando’s own).
On Thursday they visited the Arsenal Stadium and met
the catering team, armed with questions from watching
Masterchef. Today they are working with a food stylist
who has worked on several big events including a royal
wedding. We look forward to sharing those photos with
you later!

HALO LIVESTREAM
At Halo studios in Angel students learnt lots of skills in production of livestream content.
They worked on lighting, sound recording and tech, green
screen and filming to create a livestream. We will record this
and make it available for you to watch on YouTube next week.
'”This experience has allowed me to develop the skill I never
thought I had, such as lighting audio and live streaming”
Shaquille
“Working
with
Halo has allowed
me to understand Teamwork
better and I have
really enjoyed it”
Adam
“This experience
has allowed understanding what
goes into events”
Gerrard

FILM AND TV
“A very insightful engaging experience for our
young people and has given them an insight into
industry they might not otherwise have done”. Ms
Williams
“I just want to say it was an absolute pleasure being able to deliver a talk about careers and skills in
film and TV as well as providing an overview about
LSA and a tour. I hope the students enjoyed the
talk and can see LSA being the next step one day!
I would love to see the finished film and share it
with some of the staff at LSA.” Rochelle LSA

STEM
The STEM and architecture group
met with contacts
from Clarion
Homes and leant
about the Maths
involved in Design.
They worked with
our DT department
to build mock ups
of potential structures for shelters
for the Y10 playground, and went
‘Store Store’ in Coal
Drop Yard to see
some interesting
design and architectural projects.

Have your contact details changed recently? Or does your child have a
medical condition we do not know about? Please let the office staff know
as soon as you can by emailing: postbox@beacon.org

WORK EXPERIENCE PHOTO GALLERY

